The impact of signal pre-processing on the final interpretation of analytical outcomes - A tutorial.
The present tutorial paper is aimed to analyse and critically discuss the consequences of row pre-processing (conversion of measurement units, derivatives, and standard normal variate transform) on the evaluation of final outcomes of chemometric data analysis. An in-depth focus on pre-processing effects both on the signal shape and on misinterpretation of results - a crucial and disregarded issue in the analytical field - is presented. It is shown how this preliminary step of data processing may lead, in many cases, to draw incongruous conclusions, not actually based on real information embodied within data, but on artefacts arising from the mathematical transforms. This tutorial is not limited to a description of the problem, it also introduces strategies and tools for overcoming such unwanted effects, allowing a direct interpretation of the importance of original variables to be performed, explaining the chemical information that actually characterises samples. The dangerous implications of row pre-processing on instrumental signals is demonstrated on real datasets coming from different analytical techniques: transmission and attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry, X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy. Hence, the impact of this widespread problem in most of the branches of analytical chemistry is illustrated.